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H&A Scientific Celebrates 25th Anniversary, Unveils SLIM 5.0.0 at AAPS in San Diego

Greenville, N.C., Nov. 7, 2017 (Business Wire) — H&A Scientific, a leading stability testing
software provider, will introduce version 5.0.0 of SLIM (Stability Lab Information Manager) at
the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists Annual Meeting, Nov. 12-15, in San
Diego. H&A will demonstrate the BETA version in Booth 1518.

“We will actually be celebrating several milestones for our company at AAPS,” said Mitchell
Williamson, H&A Scientific business development manager. “In addition to unveiling the latest
versions of SLIM and SLIMStat, we’re celebrating 25 years of creating laboratory software
solutions for stability managers and other scientists.”

Founded in 1992, H&A’s first products were DOS-based workstations for chromatography and
atomic absorption, with its first SLIM system brought to market in 1997. Popular with stability
professionals since its inception, SLIM is designed for complete management of drug stability
programs, from stability study protocols to statistical analyses and presentation of final data for
regulatory submission. Features include a stability database, inventory management, resource
scheduling and shelf life prediction.
-more-

Version 5.0.0 streamlines and simplifies stability testing programs with an updated user
interface featuring a task-focused dashboard with action panels for easy navigation and
enhanced administrative flexibility and an improved protocol editor. H&A will demonstrate the
entire SLIM suite, including SLIMStat, a tool for determining the shelf life of products that have
been placed on stability, and SLIM Report Generator to produce validated, submission-ready
summary reports.

H&A Scientific also celebrates the latest release of SLIMStat 6.0.0 which includes several
enhancements, including support for out-of-trend (OOT) determinations across batches,
expanded ability to report “goodness of fit” calculations and the ability to generate reports in
the French, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish languages.

“The new versions of SLIM and SLIMStat will be good news to stability professionals looking for
a straightforward, intuitive solution to manage their stability programs,” Williamson said.

The company will demonstrate its products in Booth 1518 at AAPS. Learn more at
hascientific.com.

About H&A Scientific
H&A Scientific, Inc. is a scientific software development firm specializing in pharmaceutical industry
support. Founded in 1992, H&A provides a line of quality software products to efficiently manage
laboratory information. H&A’s flagship product, SLIM (Stability Lab Information Manager), is a
commercial off-the-shelf solution for total management of a company's drug stability program. Learn
more at hascientific.com.
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